
TO:     Harold Lucas, Assistant Secretary, Office of Public and Indian Housing, P

FROM:   William D. Hartnett, District Inspector General, Office of Audit, 1AGA

SUBJECT:   Use of the Real Estate Assessment Center’s Physical Inspection Assessments

We conducted an audit of the Office of Public and Indian Housing’s use of physical inspection
assessments generated by HUD’s Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) on public housing
properties.  The purpose of our review was to evaluate actions taken to address and track
corrections to deficiencies disclosed through the REAC physical inspections.

The report’s finding indicates that: (1) the Office of Public and Indian Housing has not fully
engaged the use of REAC physical inspection since the process was implemented in October 1998
and (2) the need to establish a system for tracking corrective action resulting from the REAC
physical inspections..

Within 60 days, please provide us a status report on:  (1) the corrective action taken; (2) the
proposed corrective action and the date to be completed; or (3) why action is not considered
necessary.  Also, please furnish us copies of any correspondence or directives issued related to
this audit.

If you have any questions, please contact our office at (617) 565-5259.

  Issue Date

            March  28, 2000

 Audit Case Number

            00-BO-101-0001
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We conducted an audit of the Office of Public and Indian Housing’s use of physical inspection
assessments generated by HUD’s Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) on public housing
properties.  At December 27, 1999, there have been approximately 3,156 of 3,300 Public and
Indian Housing properties that have been inspected since inception of REAC’s physical inspection
process in October 1998.  At an average cost of $661 per each physical inspection, the Department
has expended over $2 million dollars.

The primary purpose of our review was to evaluate actions taken to address and track corrections
to deficiencies disclosed through the REAC physical inspections.  As part of our assessment, we
reviewed actions taken by the Massachusetts and Connecticut State Offices of Public and Indian
Housing on physical inspections performed.

HUD’s Office of Public and Indian Housing (PIH) has not
made substantial use of physical inspections performed by
the REAC, at which time the inspection scores are only
advisory in nature.  Furthermore, the Office of PIH currently
does not have the means to track corrective action taken by
Public Housing Authorities in respect to their REAC
physical inspections.

Federal Register Notice dated December 31, 1998,
provided that the REAC intends to issue advisory scores to
public housing agencies under the new Public Housing
Assessment System (PHAS), established by final rule
published on September 1, 1998.  The Office of PIH feels
they are really limited as to what action can be taken with
regard to the REAC physical inspections while the
inspection scores are advisory.  It is felt that while the
scores are advisory, the Department cannot penalize the
housing authorities and therefore cannot force them to make
the corrections; with the general exception to life threatening
health and safety violations. Although it might be true that the
REAC inspection scores are advisory, the physical
deficiencies found at the housing authority properties are
real conditions that do exist.  The Office of PIH should be
taking action with these housing authorities to correct the
physical deficiencies reported during the REAC inspection.

We were advised that the Office of PIH is trying to use the
REAC physical inspections proactively even though the

Audit Results
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scores are advisory; such as (1) offering assistance to
substandard housing authorities so that when the scores
become final they can improve, and (2) analyzing the results
of the scoring and distribution process of the REAC physical
inspection scores and reports, to establish an accurate
system.

We reviewed actions taken by the Massachusetts and
Connecticut State Offices of PIH on physical inspections
performed, and found that no action, or very limited action
was taken toward housing authorities on resolving the REAC
physical inspections and life threatening health and safety
violations.  We concluded that the Connecticut State Office
of PIH was not taking any action with regard to the REAC
summary inspection reports; however some recent action
was taken with regard to the life threatening health and
safety issues.  We further concluded, that the Massachusetts
State Office of PIH was not taking any action with regard to
the REAC summary inspection reports, nor the life
threatening health and safety issues.  These conditions were
confirmed by discussions with representatives of housing
authorities in New England.

We were advised by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
PIH’s Troubled Agency Recovery Center that the action the
field offices are taking throughout the country varies; in
some instances it includes directly working with housing
authorities to resolve issues with advisory scores. However,
we were advised that we would likely see similar
conditions at HUBs and Program Centers throughout the
country, as we did at the Massachusetts and Connecticut
State Offices.

We are recommending the Office of PIH continue
development of a risk monitoring protocol that will address
all physical inspection deficiencies and develop a time table

Recommendations
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for the protocol’s completion and full implementation.  In
addition, we are recommending the Office of PIH ensure that
the risk monitoring protocol and written guidance are not
overly broad and consider including standardized structured
methodology to resolve physical inspection deficiencies.
Further, we are recommending the Office of PIH ensure that
the fiscal year 2000 Compliance and Monitoring Training
includes the review of the risk monitoring protocol and
written guidance, and establish time tables for the
completion of the training.  Finally, we are recommending
the Office of PIH to continue development of the
computerized event tracking system, develop a time table for
the system’s completion and full implementation, and
provide training to the staff on the adequate use of the
system.

We discussed the finding with Department officials during
the course of our audit. By letter dated March 6, 2000, the
Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian Housing provided
a detailed response to each condition and recommendation
discussed in the draft report.  We have included the
Department’s pertinent comments in the Finding section of
this report.  The Department’s full response is included in
Appendix C.

Finding and
Recommendations
Discussed
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The Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) is a new national management center within HUD,
established to centralize and standardize the way the Department evaluates the condition of
approximately 3,300 public housing authorities and over 30,000 properties insured by the Federal
Housing Administration and/or receiving project-based subsidy under the Section 8 program.
REAC is designed to give the Department a more comprehensive and consistent vehicle for
portfolio oversight and for prioritizing and directing its resources to public housing authorities and
multifamily properties.

According to the protocol agreement between the Office of Public and Indian Housing (PIH) and
the REAC dated February 25, 1999, responsibility for overseeing the individual Public Housing
Authorities continues to belong to the Office of PIH.  The REAC only performs assessments and
does not resolve any project issues arising from those assessments.

The Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) was established by a final rule published on
September 1, 1998.  The PHAS replaces the existing Public Housing Management Assessment
Program (PHMAP) and provides a more comprehensive monitoring system of public housing
operations.  The PHAS collectively uses four indicators to assess a housing authority’s operations.
They are: (1) physical condition; (2) financial condition; (3) management operations; and (4)
resident services.

Federal Register Notice dated December 31, 1998, provides that the REAC intends to issue to
every Public Housing Authority an advisory score before the housing authority receives its official
PHAS score.  The PHAS scores were scheduled to become official with housing authorities
whose fiscal year end was September 30, 1999.  However, Federal Register Notice dated October
15, 1999 provided a delayed implementation to housing authorities with fiscal years end after
December 31, 1999; presumably beginning with fiscal years end March 31, 2000.

The delayed implementation is in part due to the proposed rule published June 22, 1999, which
amended the PHAS regulation at 24 CFR part 902 (PHAS final rule published September 1,
1998).  The rule, effective February 10, 2000, provides additional information and revises certain
procedures and establishes others, for the assessment of physical condition, financial health,
management operations and resident service and satisfaction in public housing, including the
technical review of physical inspection results and appeals of PHAS scores.  The rule also
implements certain recently enacted statutory amendments

A protocol exists between the Departmental Enforcement Center and the Office of PIH dated
March 11, 1998 and amended June 3, 1999, with the passage of the Public Housing Reform
legislation.  The Enforcement Center, established by the Department’s 2020 Management Reform,
works in a collaborative fashion with HUD’s program areas by consolidating the bulk of HUD’s
enforcement efforts and by resolving the most difficult and most significant, outstanding non-
compliance issues among recipients of HUD program resources in the areas of Housing, Public
and Indian Housing, Community Planning and Development, and Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity.
The protocol provides that Public Housing Authorities receiving a “failing” score from the REAC
will be referred to one of two PIH Troubled Agency Recovery Centers (TARC) which will
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develop and implement an intervention strategy to bring the housing authority to passing scores.  If
after two years in the TARC, the housing authority has not achieved a passing score, the Assistant
Secretary for the Office of PIH will refer the troubled housing authority to the Enforcement Center
to petition the court for receivership or other enforcement activity.

According to Federal Register Notice dated May 13, 1999, the PHAS total point value (100) is
comprised of 30 points for each indicator - physical condition, financial condition, and
management operations, plus 10 points for resident servie and satisfaction.  In order to receive a
passing score, a housing authority must receive a score of at least 60 percent (18 points) out of the
30  points available for the first three indicators.

The final rule effective February 10, 2000, modifies the overall designation of “troubled
performer” to provide a sub-designation or category that identifies the particular performance area
in which a housing authority is troubled.  The final rule provides that a housing authority that
achieves less than 60 percent of the points under any of the three main PHAS indicators (physical,
financial, or management) will be categorized as substandard physical, substandard financial, or
substandard management performer.

Office of Inspector General Audit Related Memorandum 99-BO-199-0802, dated September 30,
1999, provided that the REAC’s physical inspection assessment subsystem has the potential to be a
useful tool for informed decision making on a national basis.  However, for that to be realized, the
Office of PIH and the Office of Housing need to take the appropriate action to address the
assessments performed by the REAC.

At December 27, 1999, approximately 3,156 of 3,300 public housing properties have been
inspected since the inception of the REAC’s physical inspection process in October 1998.  At an
average cost of $661 per each physical inspection, the Department has expended over $2 million
dollars.  Approximately 423 (13.4 percent) of the 3,156 housing authorities inspected received a
substandard physical designation; whereas the remaining 2,733 housing authorities (86.6 percent)
received a standard or high physical designation.

The overall audit objective was to evaluate actions taken by
the Office of Public and Indian Housing to address physical
deficiencies disclosed through the REAC inspections.
Specific audit objectives were to:

• Determine that the Department has assured the REAC
physical inspections are given the proper attention and
resolved in a timely manner; and

 

• Identify and analyze the process of: (1) transmitting
public housing property inspection reports to the housing
authorities, and (2) tracking corrective action.

Audit Objectives
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We selected a sample of eleven properties of Public
Housing Authorities serviced by the Massachusetts and
Connecticut State Offices of PIH.  Six of the eleven
properties are located in Connecticut, and the remaining five
are located in Massachusetts. (Appendix A).  For the sample
selected, determined what actions have been taken by the
PIH staff with respect to physical inspection reports, by: (1)
reviewing related protocols and/or internal procedures
issued; (2) discussing with PIH staff, the actions taken with
respect to these properties;  and (3) comparing and
evaluating the actions taken by the PIH staff with the
protocols and/or internal procedures issued.

Held interviews with the appropriate PIH Headquarters and
Massachusetts and Connecticut State Office staff to discuss
and obtain information regarding: (1) conclusions to our
review of the Massachusetts and Connecticut State Offices
of PIH, specifically that the REAC inspections are not being
used; (2) PHAS field guidance issued in August 1999; (3)
transmitting completed inspection reports and life
threatening health and safety violations; and (4) field office
and housing authority staff training.

Reviewed and analyzed all Federal Register publications on
PHAS, specifically related to the REAC physical
inspections; and the August 10, 1999 PHAS field guidance
issued by the General Deputy Assistant Secretary for PIH.

We selected an additional sample of eight Public Housing
Authorities serviced by the  Massachusetts and Connecticut
State Offices of PIH.  Four of the eight housing authorities
are located in Connecticut, and the remaining four are
located in Massachusetts.  (Appendix B).  For the sample
selected, held discussions via telephone calls and onsite
visits to determine how and when the REAC inspection
reports and notification of life threatening health and safety
violations are received and what actions are being taken by
the housing authorities to address the inspection results.

Contacted the appropriate Office of Inspector General
personnel to determine if similar work on the use of REAC
physical inspections was performed during the HUD Fiscal
Year 1999 Financial Statement Audit.

Audit work was performed from June 1999 through January
2000 and covered the period October 1, 1998 through June

Audit Scope and
Methodology
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30, 1999.  Where appropriate, the review was extended to
include other periods.

We conducted the audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards.
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No Substantial Use of REAC
 Physical Inspections

As of December 27, 1999, approximately 3,156 of 3,300 Public and Indian Housing properties
were inspected since inception of the Real Estate Assessment Center’s (REAC) physical
inspection process in October 1998.  At an average cost of $661 per each physical inspection, the
Department has expended over $2 million dollars.  Of the 3,156 public housing properties,
approximately 423 (13.4 percent) received a substandard physical designation.  HUD’s Office of
Public and Indian Housing (PIH) has not made substantial use of these physical inspections,
whereas the housing authorities have been advised that the physical inspection scores are only
advisory in nature.  However, it might be true that the scores are advisory, but the physical
deficiencies found on the properties are real conditions that do exist.

Federal Register Notice dated December 31, 1998,
provided that the REAC intends to issue advisory scores to
public housing agencies under the new Public Housing
Assessment System (PHAS), established by final rule
published on September 1, 1998.  PHAS was established to
replace the existing Public Housing Management Assessment
Program (PHMAP) and provide a more comprehensive
monitoring system of public housing operations.  PHAS
collectively uses four indicators to assess a housing
authority’s operations.  They are:  (1) physical condition; (2)
financial condition; (3) management operations; and (4)
resident services.

The Federal Register publication provides that the advisory
score will enable a housing authority to evaluate its standing
in comparison to the present day PHMAP process and to
prepare for full implementation of the new PHAS.  The
REAC intends to provide every housing authority with an
advisory score before the housing authority receives its
official PHAS score.  PHAS scores were scheduled to
become official with housing authorities whose fiscal year
end was September 30, 1999.  However, Federal Register
Notice dated October 15, 1999 provided a delayed
implementation to housing authorities with fiscal years end
after December 31, 1999; presumably beginning with fiscal
years end March 31, 2000.

By memorandum dated July 7, 1999, in response to the
Inspector General’s Notification of Audit, the Office of PIH

REAC Intends to Issue
Advisory Scores

Housing Authorities Still
to be Evaluated Under
PHMAP
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Assistant Secretary provided that PHMAP will be the
evaluation tool of a housing authority’s performance, until
PHAS becomes official.  The Assistant Secretary provides:

“ . . .we note that this is the advisory year for the
Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) scoring.
This means that a housing authority’s PHAS score
does not reflect the results of the official evaluation
of the housing authority but rather is advisory in
nature.  Public Housing Authorities (PHA) are still
assessed through the Public Housing Management
Assessment Program (PHMAP) and PIH is still
legally responsible for providing assistance to the
PHA to improve in those areas identified by
PHMAP.”

In speaking with the Deputy Assistant Secretary from the
Office of PIH’s Trouble Agency Recovery Center and the
Director of the Office of PIH’s Field Operation Division,
we were advised that until the PHAS scores become final,
PIH is really limited to what action can be taken with regard
to the REAC physical inspections.  The Office of PIH
representatives stated that the Department feels they are not
able to take any direct action against the housing authorities
while the inspection scores are advisory in nature.  It is felt
that while the scores are advisory, the Department cannot
penalize the housing authorities and therefore cannot force
them to make the corrections; with the general exception to
life threatening health and safety violations.

The Office of PIH representatives advised that they are
trying to use the REAC physical inspections proactively
even though the scores are advisory; such as (1) offering
assistance to substandard housing authorities for
improvements after scores are final, and (2) analyzing the
results of the scoring and distribution process of the REAC
physical inspection scores and reports, to put together an
accurate system.

We were advised that the Office of PIH had discussed with
the field offices and issued guidance in August 1999 on how
to utilize the advisory scores, and resolve life threatening
health and safety items.  The field offices are reviewing the

HUD Feels They Cannot
Penalize During PHAS
Advisory Phase
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REAC physical inspection reports for discrepancies
between the inspection results, and their knowledge of the
project and the latest PHMAP score.  We were advised that
the action the field offices are taking throughout the country
varies; in some instances it includes directly working with
housing authorities to resolve issues with advisory scores.
However, we were advised that we would likely see similar
conditions at the HUBs and Program Centers throughout the
country, as we did at the Massachusetts and Connecticut
State Offices of PIH  where no action, or very limited action
was taken toward housing authorities on resolving the REAC
physical inspections. We were advised that it would remain
like that until the PHAS advisory year is over.

In review of the Massachusetts and Connecticut State
Offices of PIH, we did determine that minimal action, if any
at all, was taken against the REAC physical inspections.

For six of eleven sampled public housing properties, we
determined that no action was taken with the housing
authorities to resolve the physical deficiencies identified by
the REAC inspections.  The Public Housing Revitalization
Specialists advised that they have not seen the physical
inspection report, nor have they made any attempts to
resolve the findings disclosed with the respective housing
authority.  One of the four Revitalization Specialists
specifically stated that he was never given any direction to
resolve these findings.

For five of the eleven sampled public housing properties,
we determined that no action was taken with the housing
authorities to resolve the physical deficiencies identified by
the REAC inspections for each individual property.
However, the Public Housing Revitalization Specialists did
take action in regards to the overall score for each PHAS
component; whereas the score is below the passing
threshold of 60 percent.

For example, a specific Public Housing Authority scored
substandard in the PHAS financial component, but scored
above passing for the remaining three components including
physical.  The Revitalization Specialist addressed  only the
substandard score for the financial component with the
housing authority.  No action was taken to address the
physical component, because the overall score is above
passing, nor was any action taken against the individual

Limited Action Taken
Nationwide

New England Offices
Taking Minimal Action
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property inspection reports.  Such action taken by the
Revitalization Specialist included telephoning the housing
authority, or issuance of a letter.  The letter issued to the
specific Public Housing Authority was not very descriptive
of what to do.  But rather, advising the housing authority that
it needs to take appropriate action to rectify the issues
before the PHAS scores become official.

In discussions with representatives from eight Public
Housing Authorities, serviced by the Massachusetts or
Connecticut State Office of PIH, we confirmed our
conclusions that no action, or very limited action was taken
by these State Offices of PIH toward housing authorities on
resolving the REAC physical inspections and life threatening
health and safety items.  Our discussions concluded that the
Connecticut State Office of PIH was  not taking any action
with regard to the REAC summary inspection reports;
however some recent action was taken with regard to the life
threatening health and safety violations.  Further we
concluded, that the Massachusetts State Office of PIH was
not taking any action with regard to the REAC summary
inspection reports, nor the life threatening health and safety
violations.

Although the Massachusetts and Connecticut State Offices of
PIH were not initiating any action toward the housing
authorities, the eight Public Housing Authorities we
surveyed advised that they took action to correct
deficiencies disclosed through their REAC property
inspections, including life threatening health and safety
violations, and similar physical problems throughout the
property.  However, it must be noted that we did not verify
that corrective action was taken by these eight housing
authorities, or any other housing authorities in our sample.
We believe that it is essential that the Office of PIH initiate
processes to verify that timely, appropriate corrective action
was taken.
After discussions with the Acting Director of the
Massachusetts State Offices of PIH, on conclusions reached
during our review, we were issued a response memorandum
dated October 18, 1999.  The written response details future
procedures to be followed by the Massachusetts and
Connecticut State Offices of PIH in regard to life threatening
health and safety violations and public housing property
inspections.

Discussions With Housing
Authorities Confirmed
Results

Discussions With Housing
Authorities Confirm
Results
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Advisory scores or not, the physical inspections performed
by the REAC indicate real problems.  The Office of PIH
needs to do more with these scores than merely compare the
ratings with their knowledge of the property, and the housing
authority’s PHMAP score.  After all, the mission of the
REAC is to protect the public interest by identifying and
assessing the risk of loss from physical deterioration of
properties; and to assist HUD in focusing its resources most
effectively to raise the quality of the HUD housing portfolio,
thus, enhancing the quality of life for residents by helping
ensure decent, safe and sanitary housing.  Even further, the
REAC has entered into six contracts which can be worth
over $110 million to perform the physical inspection
component.  Failure to take timely, appropriate action in
addressing physical deficiencies identified during the REAC
inspections, completely undermines the mission of the
REAC and is an inefficient use of scarce federal funds.

The REAC is developing a new computer system to transmit
public housing property inspection results.  The new
computer system, called the Integrated Assessment
Subsystem, will not only transmit physical inspection
results, but also results of the remaining three PHAS
components.

Preceding the development of the new computer system,
completed REAC property inspection reports are made
available to the field offices in an electronic format, through
the REAC Internet site.  Housing authorities are able to gain
electronic access to the reports, through the same REAC
Internet site, with the use of a user identification and
password provided by HUD.  Notifications of life
threatening health and safety violations are provided to the
housing authority at completion of the property inspections,
and to the HUBs and Program Centers by facsimile.  At this
time, the Office of PIH does not have the means to track
corrective action taken by Revitalization Specialist and
Public Housing Authorities in respect to their REAC
physical inspections.

We believe that in developing a new computer system to
transmit public housing property inspection reports, the
Office of PIH should be working with the REAC to develop
a system to track and monitor all corrective actions taken,
with respect to the physical deficiencies depicted by the
REAC property inspections.

Development of New
Computer System
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The Department indicates in its response to the draft report
that “the PHAS program with Congressional support, was
established with a one year advisory period, subsequently
extended to one and one-half years, to allow our PHA
partners adequate time to familiarize themselves with the
new requirements of the PHAS and begin addressing cited
deficiencies before actual scores and determinations of
performance designations were made”.  The Department
responds that the Field and Trouble Agency Recovery
Center (TARC) staff were instructed and did use the PHAS
advisory information, including the physical inspection
results to provide technical assistance to housing authorities
to correct physical deficiencies.  The Department responds
that “comments attributed to my senior staff were
misinterpreted” in regard that no action, or very limited
action was taken nationwide on resolving the Real Estate
Assessment Center (REAC) physical inspections and life
threatening health and safety items.

In their response, the Department states that “PIH is taking
an aggressive stand on life threatening health and safety
issues nationwide, developing a risk monitoring protocol,
and training all public trust officers in the critical aspects of
risk analysis and monitoring.  Additionally, senior PIH staff
are working closely with REAC, industry groups, and PHA
representatives to ensure the physical inspection protocols
are of the highest quality.  The results of physical
inspections have been closely reviewed and analyzed.
Substantial changes to the physical inspection protocols
have been made in the last few months, based on this
scrutiny and PIH, in conjunction with REAC, is currently
testing the new protocols.”  The Department states that
housing authorities with physical deficiencies receive
letters, phone calls, and/or on-site visits to ensure that
violations are properly addressed and procedures are put in
place to prevent further occurrences.

In addition, the Department responds that the New England
offices have developed processes to act on the REAC
physical inspection deficiencies including issuing a
memorandum requesting documentation within 14 days to
support correction of health and safety violations cited; and
monitoring other identified deficiencies through the REAC
website, telephone calls and on-site or remote monitoring.

Auditee Comments
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The Department’s response illustrates action that was taken
on seven of the eleven housing authorities and/or public
housing properties sampled during our audit.  The type of
action taken includes correspondence and phone calls made
to the housing authorities requesting correction and
supporting documentation; and subsequent documentation
provided by the housing authorities.

In response to our recommendations made in the draft report,
the Department responds that the TARCs currently have a
process to ensure that the correction of all physical
deficiencies are incorporated into the recovery process;
whereas the HUBs currently address all health and safety
violations immediately and are reviewing all processes and
standardizing a risk monitoring protocol which will be used
to address all deficiencies including physical deficiencies
identified by the REAC inspections.  The Department
believes that in addition to the HUD Monitoring Desk Guide,
the Field Operations guidance, issued on August 10, 1999, is
appropriate to address the correction of deficiencies without
becoming overly prescriptive or inappropriate for differing
jurisdictions and situations.  The Department states that they
have undertaken a Compliance and Monitoring Training
initiative for fiscal year 2000 and that this training will
provide the necessary skills to PIH staff to address all types
of PHA deficiencies, including physical deficiencies
identified by the REAC.  Finally, the Department responds
that PIH is currently developing a computerized event
tracking system which will consolidate monitoring activities
by the HUBs, Program Centers, and TARCs including
actions taken in association with physical deficiencies.

It is clearly evident by the Department’s response that PIH’s
use of the REAC physical inspections supports the continual
development of processes such as a risk monitoring protocol
and training.  What is not evident however, is when the
results of the REAC physical inspections were sufficiently
used by PIH staff, and conscience efforts were made to
resolve physical deficiencies identified with the respective
housing authority.

The Department responds that staff were instructed and did
use the PHAS advisory information, including the physical
inspection results to provide technical assistance to housing
authorities to correct physical deficiencies.  The Department

OIG Evaluation of
Auditee Comments
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states that housing authorities with physical deficiencies
receive letters, phone calls, and/or on-site visits to ensure
that violations are properly addressed and procedures are
put in place to prevent further occurrences.  The Department
goes on to provide action that was taken on seven of the
eleven housing authorities and/or public housing properties
sampled during our audit.  What is missing from the
information provided in the Department’s response is the
time frames that all this action occurred.

Our review of the Massachusetts and Connecticut State
Office was performed from June to October 1999, which
was up to one year after the REAC physical inspection
process was initiated.  Through discussion with PIH staff
and representatives from sampled housing authorities, we
determined that during this time, minimal action if any at all,
was taken on the REAC inspection results.  The only
information and/or documentation that was provided to us
was (1) an August 23, 1999 memorandum issued by the
Connecticut State Office, Program Center Coordinator, to all
Connecticut Public Housing Authorities, requesting within
fourteen days, the appropriate work orders for each life
threatening health and safety violations; and (2) indications
from the Massachusetts State Office staff that action was
taken in regard to the overall score for each PHAS
component, when the score was below the passing threshold
of 60 percent, and not individual property inspection
reports.  We were never given any support that PIH staff
was taking further action during the time of our review.
Further, we believe the Department’s actions to develop a
risk monitoring protocol, provide training, and develop a
computerized event tracking system will help strengthen the
control and resolution of the REAC physical inspection
results.  However, the Department should use caution in its
protocol development and the use of the HUD Monitoring
Desk Guide and Field Operations guidance when it pertains
to resolving physical deficiencies.  The Department makes
reference to not becoming overly prescriptive or
inappropriate for differing jurisdictions and situations when
developing and issuing guidance.  However, terms such as
“technical assistance” is broad and can be opened to a
variety of different interpretations when applied by PIH
staff.  We believe that the Department should create some
standard structure to methods for resolving physical
deficiencies identified by the REAC.
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We recommend  that you:

1A. Continue development of a risk monitoring
protocol to be used to address all physical
inspection deficiencies and develop a time table for
the protocol’s completion and full implementation.

1B. Ensure that the risk monitoring protocol and written
guidance are not overly broad and consider including
some standardized structured methodology to resolve
physical inspection deficiencies.

1C. Ensure that the Compliance and Monitoring Training
includes the review of the risk monitoring protocol
and written guidance, and establish time tables for
the completion of the training.

1D. Continue development of the computerized event
tracking system and develop a time table for the
system’s completion and full implementation.
Provide training to the staff on the adequate use of
the system.

Recommendations
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In planning and performing our audit, we considered the management controls of the Office of
Public and Indian Housing, specifically as related to the Physical component of the Public Housing
Assessment System, in order to determine our audit procedures and not to provide assurances on
internal controls.

Management controls consist of a plan of organization and methods and procedures adopted by
management to ensure that resource use is consistent with laws, regulations, and policies; that
resources are safeguarded against waste, loss, and misuse; and that reliable data is obtained,
maintained, and fairly disclosed in reports.

We determined that administrative and accounting controls
on the following areas were relevant to our audit objectives:

· Physical Inspections

· Tracking Corrective Action

We assessed all of the relevant controls identified above.

A significant weakness exists if internal controls do not give
reasonable assurance that resource use is consistent with
laws, regulations, and policies; that resources are
safeguarded against waste, loss, and misuse; and that
reliable data is obtained, maintained, and fairly disclosed in
reports.

Our review identified significant weaknesses over the
Department’s ability to effectively use physical inspections
performed by the Real Estate Assessment Center, and to
track corrective action.  Specific weaknesses were
identified in all the management control areas disclosed
above.  These weaknesses are described in the finding
section of this report.

Relevant Management
Controls

Significant Weaknesses

Assessment Results
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Property Name
Inspection

Score Housing Authority Field
Office

PHAS
Advisory

Score
Physical

Score
PHAS

Designation

John J Stevens Apts. 46a
Ansonia  Housing
Authority

CT State
Office 65.7 16.7

Troubled/
Substandard

Westhill Gardens 76c*
Manchester Housing
Authority

CT State
Office 91.1 23.3 High

Heritage Gardens 31c*
East Hartford
Housing Authority

CT State
Office 77.5 15.4

Troubled/
Substandard

Laurel Gardens 27c*
Danbury Housing
Authority

CT State
Office 68.9 12.6

Troubled/
Substandard

Essex Townhouses 58b*
New Haven Housing
Authority

CT State
Office 39.9 18.9

Troubled/
Substandard

Charter Oak Terrace 73c*
Hartford Housing
Authority

CT State
Office 81.2 14.0

Troubled/
Substandard

Fairfax Gardens 84c*
Taunton Housing
Authority

MA State
Office 81.5 27.1

Troubled/
Substandard

Saltonstall Sr. Citizen
Center 53c

Medford Housing
Authority

MA State
Office 83.7 19.5 Standard

Arthur J Clark Apt. 59b
Waltham Housing
Authority

MA State
Office 89.8 20.8 Standard

Hartwell Project 61b
Lowell Housing
Authority

MA State
Office 92.6 24.2 High

Brickenwood 49c*
New Bedford
Housing Authority

MA State
Office 87.7 17.7

Troubled/
Substandard

Note 1: The Inspection score represents the score for the individual property, whereas the
Physical score is based on the weighted average of all the properties owned by the
respective housing authority.

Note 2:   The asterisk (*) designates that the property has at least one smoke detector deficiency.
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Housing Authority Field Office
PHAS Advisory

 Score
Physical

Score
PHAS

Designation

Putnam Housing Authority CT State Office 88.5 22.1 Standard

Stratford Housing Authority CT State Office 85.8 18.2 Standard

Middletown Housing Authority CT State Office 75.2 20.8
Troubled/
Substandard

Bristol Housing Authority CT State Office 77.7 13.2
Troubled/
Substandard

Lawrence Housing Authority MA  State Office 92.6 24.8 High

Chicopee Housing Authority MA State Office 90.4 22.2 High

Northampton Housing Authority MA State Office 80.0 15.1
Troubled/
Substandard

Springfield Housing Authority MA State Office 91.6 21.6 High
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Deputy Secretary, SD, Room 10100 (1)
Chief of Staff, S, Room 10000 (1)
Special Assistant to the Deputy Secretary  for Project Management, SD, Room 10100 (1)
Acting Assistant Secretary for Administration, S, Room 10110 (1)
Assistant Secretary for Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, J, Room 10120
   (1)
Senior Advisor to the Secretary, Office of Public Affairs, S, Room 10132 (1)
Director of Scheduling and Advance, AL: Room 10158 (1)
Counselor to the Secretary, S, Room 10234 (1)
Deputy Chief of Staff, S, Room 10226 (1)
Deputy Chief of Staff  for Operations, S, Room 10226 (1)
Deputy Chief of Staff for Programs and Policy, S, Room 10226 (1)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, W, Room, 10222 (1)
Special Assistant for Inter-Faith Community Outreach, S, Room 10220 (1)
Executive Officer for Administrative Operations and Management, S, Room 10220 (1)
Senior Advisor to the Secretary for Pine Ridge Project, W, 10216 (1)
General Counsel, C, Room 10214 (1)
Director, Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight, O, 9th Floor Mailroom (1)
Assistant Secretary for Housing Federal Housing Commissioner, H, Room 9100 (1)
Office of Policy Development and Research, R, Room 8100 (1)
Inspector General, G, Room 8256 (1)
Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and Development, D, Room 7100 (1)
Government National Mortgage Association, T, Room 6100 (1)
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, E, Room 5100 (1)
Chief Procurement Officer, N, Room 5184 (1)
Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian Housing, P, Room 4100 (1)
Chief Information Officer, Q, Room 3152 (1)
Director, Office of Departmental Operations and Coordination, I, Room 2124 (1)
Chief Financial Officer, F, Room 2202 (1)
Director, Enforcement Center, V, 200 Portals Building (1)
Director, X, Real Estate Assessment Center, X, 1280 Maryland Avenue, SW, Suite 800 (1)
Director, Office of Multifamily Assistant Restructuring, Y, 4000 Portals Building (1)
Headquarters Audit Liaison Officer, HF, Room 9116 (2)
Secretary’s Representative (20—2 each)
Assistant Deputy Secretary for Field Policy and Management, SDF, Room 7108 (2)
Deputy Chief Financial Officer for Finance, FF, Room 2202 (1)
Director, Office of Budget, FO, Room 3270 (1)
Primary Field Audit Liaison Officer, 3AFI, (2)
Departmental Audit Liaison Officer, FM, Room 2206 (2)
Acquisitions Librarian, Library, AS, Room 8141 (1)
Deputy Inspector General, G, Room 8256 (1)
Assistant Inspector General for Audit, GA, Room 8286 (1)
Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Audit, GA, Room 8286 (1)
Assistant Inspector General for Investigation, GI, Room 8274 (1)
Special Agent-In-Charge, 1AGI, (1)
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Director, Program Research and Planning Division, GAP, Room 8180 (1)
Director, Financial Audits Division, GAF, Room 8286 (1)
Director, Information Systems Audit Division, GAA, Room 8172 (1)
Counsel to the Inspector General, GC, Room 8260 (1)
District Inspector General for Audit ( 2- 11, 1 each)
Central Records, GF, Room 8256 (4)
Semi-Annual Report Coordinator, GF, Room 8254 (1)
Office of Inspector General Webmanager - Electronic Format (1)
Public Affairs Officer, G, Room 8256 (1)
Director, Office of Information Technology, AMI, Room 1601 (1)
Administration, HUD Training Academy, AMT, Room 2154 (1)

Deputy Staff Director, Counsel, Subcommittee on Criminal Justice, Drug Policy & Human
Resources, B 373 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, DC 20515 (1)

The Honorable Fred Thompson, Chairman, Committee on Governmental Affairs,
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building, United States Senate, Washington, DC  20510 (1)

The Honorable Joseph Lieberman, Ranking Member, Committee on Governmental Affairs, 706
Hart Senate Office Building, United States Senate, Washington, DC  20510  (1)

Honorable Dan Burton, Chairman, Committee on Government Reform, 2185 Rayburn Building,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC  20515 (1)

Henry A. Waxman, Ranking Member, Committee on Government Reform,
2204 Rayburn Building, House of Representatives, Washington, DC  20515 (1)

Ms. Cindy Fogleman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Room 212, O’Neill House
Office Building, Washington, DC  20515 (1)

Director, Housing and Community Development Issue Area, United States General Accounting
Office, 441 G Street, NW, Room 2474, Washington, DC  20548 (Attention:  Judy England-Joseph)
(1)

Steve Redburn, Chief, Housing Branch, Office of Management and Budget,
725 17th Street, NW, Room 9226, New Executive Office Building, Washington, DC  20503 (1)
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